1. Accountant: Even though I'm not highly intrigued to Accounting nowadays, I think my interest, personality, and value rely more on Accounting. First, my top interest is Quantitative Analysis, which requires problem solving and financial analysis skills. Second, my Judging and Sensing personality really leads me to make efficient and accurate decision. By using sensing preference, I can find the most efficient and direct way to solve problem.

2. User Experience Designer: This career is not only related to Information System but also Marketing. Therefore, educational background can be information system, marketing, and informatics. My second and third top interests are Creative Production and Application of Technology. For this career, both creative production and application of technology skills are used. I can use my creative brainstorming skill to design that would make the consumer more efficient and comfortable while they are shopping. Also, through my application of technology skill, I will be able to analyze the data and design business processes such as production and operations systems.
TOP VALUES
Living in a variety of countries, I always asked myself who I really am. I was born in South Korea and moved to Austria when I was 6. To briefly talk about my daily routine in Austria, I spoke Korean and ate Korean food at home, used English at school because I went to international school, and spoke German with my Austrian friends and at the grocery stores. Experiencing diverse cultures and meeting people from all around the world not only helped me to develop interpersonal skills but also made my identity confusing. I had hard time establishing my personality and having confidence on who I am. Eventually, the diverse experiences from a variety of countries established my personality and widen my horizon of the world.
Not only because most of the Asian countries consider family as essential but also because my life journey has mostly been apart from my family, family always comes first for me. Also, one of the reason for taking 2 years of gap year was because I value my family. To briefly talk about my gap years, I took care of my dad because he was in a serious illness, and I deeply thought about the purpose of going to college. Spending a lot of time with my family for 2 years, I learned what love is and how I should love others. Therefore, I think being friendly to people and being kind are influenced by the love from family. Also, our parents and other family members do not live forever. And this is why I consider family as my top value.
Because I value efficiency, I like to schedule things out ahead of time and organize to see things clearly. I think this value (discipline) is related to my Judging preference from Keirsey assessment. Also, I always reflect my day and myself everyday night to check what I did wrong and what I did right. Also, to maximize my efficiency, I take enough rest during the weekends.

I think I started to value discipline when I came to U.S. all by myself. In 2014, I got off the airplane, which arrived in Sioux Falls, Iowa. It was my first time coming to United States. I was 18, a junior in high school. I had a lot of burden that I have to do everything all by myself without my parents help because they were not with me anymore. Therefore, I began to make my own rules and did my best to follow.
TOP INTERESTS
I didn’t realize that I have interest in solving problems and dealing with number until I took the K201 class. Now I’m in informatics 101 class, and I find it so interesting and fun. I like things that have answer and the process of solving problem. Because I always struggled with math and science, which are highly related to numbers, I was not sure if I like numbers or not. However, looking at the details of quantitative analysis from the career leader, I totally agree that I enjoy doing financial and market research analysis. Back in high school, I took accounting class and was vice president of a dance team, so I can relate myself to financial activity. Also, nowadays I’m into marketing and data analysis.
I can totally draw myself working as a Marketer in a company. As I’m highly intrigued to Marketing major and careers related to Marketing nowadays, the result of getting my top interest as creative production is not surprising for me. I enjoy making things value and thinking of what would make a product sell better. Being part of the conduct board member, not only do I have to meet students who misconducted rules but also program for school events, which contains activity that students can participate. Gathering ideas with the members of what games or activity would be appropriate was so much fun. I loved the process of discussing and listening to others’ novel ideas.
I was surprised when I saw my top interest results not because the result was not what I expected but because it was so accurate. Yet I’m a pre-business student who is trying to get into Kelley School of Business. But I was planning on majoring in Information System or Marketing. Also, I was considering co-major in finance and minor in Marketing or Informatics. As I was immersed to IT nowadays, I got into an organization called Ascend IT workshop. To briefly talk about IT workshop, I and students who are interested in technology learn coding, programming, data analyzing, and photoshop.
MY PERSONALITY

ESFJ
I’m an extroverted person but also an introverted person. I get inspired by having conversation with others and meeting new people. However, I like to stay home to make myself to go out again and hang out with people. Also, when it comes to studying, I always study in the library, because I can see people studying hard and that visual effect affects me to study hard. However, if I don’t want to get disturbed by people, I go to quiet zone such as east tower at wells library. In addition, I was surprised to see the difference between extroversion and extraversion, because I’m a kind of person who has breadth interest. Instead of digging into one thing, I like to do multiple things. For example, I like swimming, playing viola, blogging, and dancing.

When we did the in class activity, which was describing three leaves, I was amazed how intuition and sensing person had illustrated differently. My description about the leaves was straightforward. However, student who had intuition preference depicted the leaves so metaphoric. Also, I view myself a practical and realistic person. Therefore, I always put into action based on my experience and what I’ve learned from my experience. To compare with intuition preference, I tend not to try new ways. For example, I always go home or somewhere with the route I usually use. I like things constant and regular.
Feeling

I can view myself listening to my friends’ worries and empathizing them. I don’t try to give them an advise nor do I make judgement, but I put myself in their position. Because I care about their feelings, a lot of my friends used to talk about their stories to me. Also, I like to make decision based on my priority and others’. Because I don’t want to cause damage to anybody and because I prioritize my feelings, I consider multiple elements when I’m in a situation that I have to make a decision.

Judging

I can confidently say that I like things organized and scheduled. Every night, I organize what I have to do for tomorrow and reflect myself by writing diary. Also, I feel satisfaction when I cross out what I wrote in my planner. I even have two planners: one is for class assignment and the other one is for my errands and extracurricular activities. My closet is always organized, and I divide sections to put different things. Not only my closet but also my entire room is clean and sorted. However, whenever I study my desk is in a mess. I don’t know why, but I prefer my desk to be messy when I’m studying.
In-depth Major
Job placement
: User Experience Designer, Head of Brand Marketing, Marketing Communications Strategy and Operations Manager, Marketing Consultant

Average Annual Salary
: $80,928

Creative Production, my top interests, fits Marketing perfectly. My interest in creating value from a product will outstanding on the workplace. Furthermore, as Marketing is not only about merchandising but also data analysis, my skills at coding and excel will make me eminent. Also, my judging personality would allow me to organize and display the data. Moreover, my feeling preference would help me to think deeply about what consumers are really looking for.

Internship Possibilities:
: Abercrombie&Fitch, Macy’s, Amazon, ALDI, Twitter

Student Groups:
: Ascend Marketing, DECA at Kelley, Global Sales Workshop, Sales Club at the Kelley School of Business

Study Abroad:
: MSIS Global Markets Spring Break Program: India
: Kelley Emerging Markets Experiences: Multiple

1. Marketing Communications Strategy and Operations Manager: Marketing communications strategy and operations manager provides strategic support and consulting for key marketing. Also, they have to gather and analyze data, information, opinion, and research: market data, competitive analysis, advertiser/consumer trends, etc. I enjoy keeping updated to current trend; therefore, I think this job is a good fit for me.

2. Merchandise Planner: Merchandise planner develops and provides appropriate business analysis to influence future purchases and assortment strategies. As I love to think of what factors would make the consumers including myself to buy a product, this career fits me well.
Average Annual Salary: $89,286

Internship Possibilities: AT&T, BAE Systems, Alpha Source, Inc.

Study Abroad: Global IT Management: India

Student Groups: Ascend IT workshop, Women in Business, Phi Chi Theta Professional Fraternity

Job placement:
- Information System Manager, Business Process Consultant, Information Systems Engineer/Data Analyst, IT manager

Immersed in learning Information Technology, my top interest is application of technology. I realized that IT has been and will be a huge trend. Therefore, I wanted to be skilled at IT because being aware of how to deal with technology would make me stand out from others. Also, my judging personality helped me to learn coding, programming, and photo shop easily from Ascend IT workshop.

1. Information System Manager: Information system manager manages the IT/IS requirements for the company. Also, they plan, design, and upgrade infrastructure projects to insure their ongoing alignment and progress in successfully meeting business goals. As I’m highly intrigued to coding and programming, this career is a great fit for me.

2. User Experience Designer: User experience designer plays a critical role in the development and delivery of delightful, end-to-end user experiences. Also, user experience designer has to have a passion for creating high-impact user experiences at scale.
According to career leader assessment, my top interest is Quantitative Analysis, which is highly related to numbers and finance. I really enjoyed accounting class back in high school and got a good grade. Therefore, I still have a lot of interest in Accounting. I’m thinking of finance as my co-major if I get into Kelley School of Business. I like organizing balance sheet and financial statement, and enjoy calculation.

1. Accountant: Accountant is responsible for providing various financial analysis and reconciliations. Also, they have to prepare and post a variety of journal entries. My quantitative analysis interest would really help me to complete the task as an Accountant.

2. Accounting Specialist-Accounts Payable: The major role of accounting specialist-accounts payable is to ensure the timely accurate posting of accounts payable invoices and timely and accurate processing of checks in accordance with company policies and procedures. Prioritizing in accuracy and efficiency, my discipline value fits to this career very well.